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Objective: The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect
of 12 weeks aerobic training on the expression of AKT1 and
mTORc1 genes in the left ventricle of T2DM rats.
Materials and Methods: The statistical sample consisted of 21
male wistar rats from the Pasteur Institute in Tehran. (10 weeks old
weighing 220 ± 20 grams). They were divided into three groups:
diabetic aerobic training, diabetic control and healthy control groups.
The diabetic aerobic training group participated in a period of
aerobic training for 12 weeks in 5 sessions per week with gradual
increase in speed (18-26 m / min) and 10 to 55 minutes in the form
of running on treadmill. AKT1 mRNA and mTORc1 mRNA were
evaluated by RT-Real time PCR technique by the Roturer 6000
system.
Results: According ANOVA findings diabetics rat significantly
alters the expression of Akt1 (P-value: 0.002) and mTORc1 (Pvalue: 0.001). However, aerobic exercise significantly increase the
expression of Akt1 (P-value: 0.002) and mTORc1 (P-value: 0.001)
in comparison with the diabetic untrained control groups.
Conclusion: Although this study was conducted on animals and it
was necessary to caution people in generalizing these findings, it
seems that an aerobic training period with an increase in the
expression of Akt1 and mTORc1 genes leads to improved cardiac
function and it prevents heart disease from diabetes.
Keywords: Diabetes, Aerobic exercise, Heart disease, Akt1,
mTORc1
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Introduction

T

ype 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is one
of the most common metabolic
disorders (1). Long-term exposure to
high blood glucose levels is known as one of
the major causes of diabetes mellitus (2).

Different factors such as, inactivity, obesity,
stress and genetic factors are also other causes
of T2DM. On the other hand, cardiovascular
disease is the leading cause of mortality in
patients with T2DM (3). These patients are at
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risk of high blood pressure, atherosclerosis,
coronary artery disease, and heart attack (3).
In this regard, some studies have shown that
there is a relationship between diabetes and
left ventricular function (3). But physical
activity can be considered as a cardioprotective factor for T2DM. Many studies
have shown that during exercise, structural and
functional changes in the left ventricle are
greater than other parts of the heart (5-4).
Ebert et al, reported that aerobic exercise
increases the left ventricular diameter and
improves left ventricular diastolic function (6).
Also, Rawlins et al, concluded that
participation in an intense regular exercises
increased the thickness of the left ventricular
wall and size of the cavities, which is a
physiological change due to exercise (7).
Structural and functional adaptations in the
heart muscle depend on the type of exercise
activity. Research has shown that adaptability
resulting from strength and endurance
exercises in the heart and cavities is different
(8). Aerobic exercises lead to eccentric
hypertrophy, which is due to volumetric
overload (9). Fathi et al, reported that
endurance training increases the diastolic
diameter of the left ventricle in heart of the
mice (10). The AKT / mTOR pathway is the
main route that causes hypertrophy in exercise.
(11) Training causes cardiac growth, which is
regulated by the GH / IGF axial signaling path
via PI3k / AKT or AKT / Mtor. The activity of
the AKT protein interacts with different
intracellular substrates to regulate growth,
metabolism and phosphorylation. (11) The
high expression of the IGF-1 receptor induces
AKT activity, resulting in physiological
hypertrophy by increasing calcium flow
through the L-type calcium channel and
SERCA
(sarco-endoplasmic
reticulum
ca2+_ATPase). (12) When AKT-1 is
suppressed, the physiological growth and
hemodynamic adaptations slow down.
Glycogen synthase kinase-3 is an important
negative regulator of protein synthesis that
inhibited by AKT (11).
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Providing information on effect of exercise
training on the heart of diabetic patients is
important because diabetic cardiomyopathy is
associated with impairment in cardiac function
and structure. The study on the effect of
exercises on structural and functional
adaptations of the heart in animal samples has
always
been
considered
with
heart
scarification and cardiac evaluating (13).
Meanwhile, the most important signaling
pathway for left ventricular hypertrophy is the
Akt / mTOR pathway, so that measuring the
expression of the Akt and mTOR genes
together with structural changes in the heart
can provide useful information on the growth
and improvement of cardiac conditions as a
result of exercise training. Liao et al, designed
their study to determine whether mTOR
signaling responds to exercise with different
intensities. Male rats were divided into three
groups: control, moderate training, and high
intensity training. Exercise was designed for 8
weeks with a 2-day rest for each week. Both
exercises led to hypertrophy of the heart, while
its rate increased with increased exercise
intensity. Signaling activation of Akt, mTOR
and P70 (S6K) was observed in the moderate
exercise group but not in the severe exercise
group. The results showed that prolonged
severe exercise leads to hypertrophy of the
heart, but the Akt / mTOR pathway is involved
in moderate exercise, not severe exercise (14).
However, the effect of training on cardiac
hypertrophy signaling pathway genes in
T2DM rats has been less studied, and it is
important that cardiovascular disease and
mortality are resulting from the complications
of diabetes mellitus.
The purpose of this study was to investigate
the effect of 12 weeks aerobic training on the
expression of AKT1 and mTORc1 genes in the
left ventricle of T2DM rats.

Materials and Methods
It was an experimental study on 21 male
wistar rats from the Pasteur Institute in
Tehran. They were10 weeks old and weighing
220 ± 20 grams. Rats were divided randomly
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to 3 groups: diabetic aerobic training, diabetic
control and healthy control groups. After a
night fasting, for induction of type 2 diabetes,
the nicotinamide solution at a dose of 110 mg /
kg was injected intraperitoneally. After 15
minutes, freshly prepared STZ solution was
injected intraperitoneally at 60 mg / kg in
citrate buffer with pH = 4.5. The healthy
control group received only the same volume
of citrate buffer (15). After 72 hours, fasting
blood glucose and glucose levels of 126 mg /
dl were considered as diagnose of T2DM (16).
Glucose oxidase was used to measure glucose.
Rats were kept in the animal house of physical
education faculty under controlled light
conditions (12 hours of light and 12 hours of
darkness, starting the lighting 6pm and starting
darkness at 6am) temperature (22 ± 3° C), and
humidity (about 45%). Throughout the study,
rats were also moved and manipulated by one
person. The first group was diabetes training
group which include 7 diabetic wistar rats and
after 13 weeks were performed aerobic
training on the treadmill with a gradual
increase in speed (18-26 m / min) and time (10
to 55 minutes) in running treadmill for 12
weeks and 5 sessions each weeks (17). The
second group did not practice the diabetic
group. This group includes7male 10 weeks old
wistar rats who received diabetes nicotine
amide injection and STZ and did not attend
any exercise program. The third group
included 7healthy male wistar 10 weeks as a
healthy control group.
The training program was done as table 1. To
measure AKT1 mRNA and mTORc1 mRNA
the Real time PCR (RT-PCR) was done.
This study was accorded to ethical principles
in animal research adopted by international
institute of health and adhering to the
principles of the Declaration of Helsink. It was

approved by Islamic university of Islamic
Azad university Tehran south branch
(ir.iau.thehran.rec.51/410/16).
The statistical analysis of the variables was
done by SPSS-20. The variables were first
described by mean and standard deviation
(SD). For comparing AKT1 and mTORc1
among three groups, One-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was used at a significant
level of P-value ≤0.05.

Results
The mean and SD of the studied variables are
presented in Table 2. The results of
independent analysis of variance analysis for
comparison between three groups are
presented in Tables 3. With respect to the
weight ratio of heart to body weight, diabetes
was not significantly affected, but aerobic
exercise significantly increased this ratio (Pvalue: 0.001). However, the ratio of left
ventricular weight to heart weight did not
change significantly between the three groups
(P-value: 0.08). The most important finding
was that diabetes lead to a significant change
in the expression of Akt1 and mTORc1 genes,
and aerobic training resulted in a significant
increase in the expression of these two genes
compared to two unhealthy and untrained
conditions and the untrained diabetic patient.

Discussion
Based on the findings of this study, 12 weeks
of aerobic training led to an increase in the
expression of Akt1 and mTORc1 genes in
T2DM rats, also creating desirable changes in
the heart structure of these rats. These results
are consistent with the findings of Lee et al.
(18).

Table 1. The training program of rats
Weeks
First
Second and third
Fourth and fifth
Sixth and seventh
Eighth and ninth
Tenth, eleventh and twelfth

Time of running (min)
10
20
30
40
50
55

Speed of running (m / min)
18
20
22
22
24
26
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Table 2. Mean and standard deviations of variables
Variables
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Weight (gr)

Heart weight(mg)

Left ventricular weight(mg)

Heart weight ratio to body
weight(mg/gr)

The ratio of the left ventricle
to the heart's weight
(mg/mg)

AKT1 (bp)

mTORc1 (bp)

Group
Healthy control group
Diabetic control group
Aerobic diabetic training
group
Healthy control group
Diabetic control group
Aerobic diabetic training
group
Healthy control group
Diabetic control group
Aerobic diabetic training
group

Before
intervention
2.28±221.28
3.25±219.28

After intervention
6.72±290.28
5.82±254.57

2.99±225.57

2.29±241.42

-

25.60±1016.42
9.19±920.57

-

20.49±1130.42

-

13.52±420.14
5.30±382.14

-

8.30±461.42

Healthy control group

-

0.15±3.50

Diabetic control group
Aerobic diabetic training
group

-

0.08±3.61

-

0.10±4.68

Healthy control group

-

0.003±0.413

Diabetic control group
Aerobic diabetic training
group
Healthy control group
Diabetic control group
Aerobic diabetic training
group
Healthy control group
Diabetic control group
Aerobic diabetic training
group

-

0.006±0.415

-

0.006±0.408

-

0±1
0.35±0.56

-

1.06±2.004

-

0±1
0.65±0.75

-

1.51±3.15

P-value

0.001*

0.001*

0.001*

0.001*

0.08

0.002*

0.001*

* Significantly at the level of P≤0.05

Table 3. Tukey'spost hoc results
Variables
Weight

Heart weight

Left ventricular weight

Heart weight to body weight ratio

AKT1

mTORc1

Compare the pairs
Healthy control group- Diabetic control group
Healthy control group- aerobic diabetic training group
Diabetic control group - aerobic diabetic training group
Healthy control group- Diabetic control group
Healthy control group- aerobic diabetic training group
Diabetic control group - aerobic diabetic training group
Healthy control group- Diabetic control group
Healthy control group- aerobic diabetic training group
Diabetic control group - aerobic diabetic training group
Healthy control group- Diabetic control group
Healthy control group- aerobic diabetic training group
Diabetic control group - aerobic diabetic training group
Healthy control group- Diabetic control group
Healthy control group- aerobic diabetic training group
Diabetic control group - aerobic diabetic training group
Healthy control group- Diabetic control group
Healthy control group- aerobic diabetic training group
Diabetic control group - aerobic diabetic training group

P-value
0.001*
0.001*
0.001*
0.001*
0.001*
0.001*
0.001*
0.001*
0.001*
0.20
0.001*
0.001*
0.007*
0.024*
0.002*
0.022*
0.001*
0.001*

* Significantly at the level of P≤0.05

Launay and colleagues also reported similar
findings (19). But in contradiction with these
findings, Sturgeon et al. did not see any
significant changes in cardiac hypertrophy
140

induced by Akt-mTOR-related signaling
pathways in female mice after two months of
moderate training on treadmill (20). This
difference in results may be due to differences
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in exercise protocols, especially exercise
intensity .It seems that insufficient training
intensity was due to the lack of significant
results in Sturgeon et al study (20).
Generally, diabetes is associated with a high
incidence of cardiovascular disease, which is
the leading cause of death (20-21).
Characteristics of chronic heart failure has
been shown to reduce left ventricular function
and loss of cardio-myocytes through apoptosis
or necrosis (22). It has been shown that a
diabetic heart has a 85-fold increase in cardiomyocytes apoptosis (21). Exercise trainings is
an important non-pharmacological approach
that can be used to improve the quality of life
and reduce the pathological symptoms in
patients with chronic heart failure (23). Studies
have shown that training reverses abnormal
functional and molecular Characteristics that is
depended on cardiac pathology (24-27). The
underlying mechanism which shows that
training has role in preventing apoptosis in
diabetes is still not well known. The IGF-1 /
IGF-1-R axis and the downstream signaling
pathways PI3K and Akt have been shown to
contribute to the mediation of critical response
and apoptosis in cardiac tissue (28,29).
Additionally, the IGF-1 / PI3K / Akt pathway
is a vital mediator for physiological
cardiovascular
growth-And
exercise
intervention have shown that abnormal
functional and molecular abnormalities
associated with cardiac pathology reversed by
increasing the activity of IGF-1 or PI3K (2427).
Cheng et al, reported a decrease in IGF-1 /
PI3K / Akt pathways in diabetic hearts, but
significantly increased after a period of
exercise trainings (30).
Among the family of protein kinases
associated with PI3K, mTOR is a unique
protein that plays a role in signaling PI3K /
Akt. Although mTOR is coded by a single
gene in mammals, it is attached to a special
regulating protein in the form of two sets,
which include mTORC1 and mTORC2, both
of which have distinct effects and
mechanisms.Insulin and IGF-I stimulate

receptor tyrosine kinase and its known
receptors.thus activating the signaling
pathways of PI3K / Akt and Ras.The effective
phosphorylated kinases Akt and ERK1 / 2
(kinase regulated extracellular signal 1/2)
directly phosphorylate and inactivate the HSC
TSC1 / 2 (stem cell sclerosis 1/2) (31,32).
TSC1 / 2 acts as a GAP (GTPase activating
protein) for Rheb (a ram-enriched homologue
in the brain) and reduces GTPase, Rheb-GAP.
Hence, Rheb-GAP stimulates mTORC1 kinase
activity, and eventually insulin / IGF-I
signaling activates mTORC1 activity via the
PI3K / Akt signaling axis and thereby inhibits
TSC1 / 2 (33). Akt also can activate mTORC1
kinase activity independently of TSC1 / 2 by
direct phosphorylation and separating PRAS40
(mTORC1 inhibitor) from RAPTOR (34).
Among the mTORC1 downstream molecular
processes, protein synthesis is the best feature,
and in this context two mTORC1 targets are
well defined (35). When mTORC1 is
activated, S6K1 (kinase 1 of the ribosomal S6
protein) phosphorylates, which propagate
various cellular processes that include the
biogenesis of mRNA, the translation of
ribosomal proteins, cell growth and cell
metabolism (36). mTORC1 and S6K1 have an
important negative feedback activity in
inhibiting IRS-1 (substrate 1 insulin receptor)
(37). Another target is mTORC1, 4E-BP1 (the
elF4E-binding protein or the eukaryotic
transcription factor-4E binding factor), which
accelerates the dissolution of elF4E, which
regenerates the conditions that synthesize the
protein (38) Hence, 4E-BP1 phosphorylation
by mTORC1 is necessary to initiate the
translation of mRNA and protein synthesis.
Additionally, mTORC1 regulates cell growth
and proliferation by controlling autophagy,
which is an important process in maintaining
the metabolic cell homeostasis. (39)
So, after 12 weeks of aerobic training in
T2DM rats, these changes led to improvement
of functional and structural features of the
heart, which is probably the result of
improving cardiac death-related mortality.
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However, in order to achieve more reliable
results further studies in this area should be
done by measuring other indicators, such as
IGF-I, PI3K, etc.
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Conclusions
Although this study was conducted on
animals, It seems that an aerobic training
increases the gene expression of Akt1 and
mTORc1, which can improve cardiac function
and probably prevents clinical symptom of
heart disease resulted from diabetes.
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